
 

Name: Lucy 

 
 

 

 

 

 

What people appreciate about 

Lucy? 

 

 

What is important to me? 
 To be happy, to smile at the teachers and have them smile back. To know people are pleased to see her 

 To be with other pupils and teachers who encourage her and say “Go on, Lucy, you can do it!” People who believe she can do things. 

 To know she is doing well e.g. to get house points 

 To know that someone is around just for Lucy when she needs her. At the moment this is Miss Smith and Lucy says that she is very kind 

 To be organised and to always have the things she needs for her day at school. 

 To have time with her friends and to have someone to sit next to at lunch time. Lucy’s friends in year 8 are Sarah, Nikki and Helen. To do fun stuff with her friends 

 To feel involved, to work in a team with other children 

 To have a homework book and have her TAs write in it so that Lucy’s Mum knows what homework she has 

 To always do her homework – Lucy will always have done it even if she has forgotten to bring it to school. For teachers to trust her when she tells them this 

 Not to have the person supporting her doing her work for her, Lucy doesn’t like it when this happens  

 Not to have to speak in front of the class and then have the children look at her when she is worried about being able to say her words, Lucy calls this “bumpy”. This 
doesn’t happen very much anymore but Miss Smith stands with Lucy when she reads prayers and helps Lucy if she gets nervous 

 To be organised and everything she needs for the day. Lucy’s Mum helps her to pack her bag 

 Not to be rushed, it is really important to Lucy to be able to do things in her own time. This includes when she is struggling for a word  

 Not to have to do a lot of writing. Lucy says that this is hard  

 Not to be put on the spot to answer questions in class. Lucy will offer to speak to answer questions and share her news when she feels comfy to.  

 To know what is happening next, Lucy has timetable cards to help with this 

 Not to have people talk to her too fast  

 To sit with a good straight on view of the board but near the back so people can’t see what work she is doing 

 To do fun, practical activities in lessons, especially numeracy, Lucy doesn’t like numeracy and finds it hard but she likes IT  because she is good at it and loves PE 

 Not to have too much noise, Lucy finds it hard to concentrate if lots of children are talking and left the dance club recently because of the noise 

 To have enough money on her finger to buy her lunch and not to have to ask for an overdraft 

 To know what the rules are and to follow them. To know if she has done something she shouldn’t have and to have an explanation of why she shouldn’t have done it 

 
How to support me   
 Understand that Lucy is very aware that there are things that she can’t do as well as the other children. Support her by giving her every opportunity to do 

well by offering her practical tasks to do and acknowledging her success. Lucy likes getting house points. Make these worth having, though, don’t overdo it.  

 It is really important to Lucy to know that someone is around just for her when Lucy is in the classroom. Make sure she knows you are there. 

 Remember that routine is important to Lucy and she has to know what is happening next. Support her by making sure she has her timetable cards in her 
pocket. 

 Know that it may make Lucy worried to know that she has to speak in front of the class. Support Lucy by letting her know that she can just raise her hand at 
register time. Just knowing this is often enough to give Lucy the confidence to want to speak up. She may just say “hello” and that is fine. If she says her 
words are bumpy, don’t ask her to speak in front of the class. It helps Lucy if people don’t tell her to hurry up     

 Don’t rush Lucy. Give her time to answer questions. Be clear with your questions and let her think. If Lucy doesn’t seem to be able to answer, ask her if she 
wants you to ask her again in a few minutes so that she can just nod if the answer is yes. If you do repeat the question, don’t change the way you ask it. If 
you are asking Lucy to do something, ask her in small steps rather than lots of instructions at once. Be patient 

 Lucy does find some school lessons hard. She has numeracy in a different room so she isn’t distracted and her T.A. writes for her in all lessons except for 
handwriting and spelling. Don’t over support her though and do everything for her – Lucy really doesn’t like this. Always start lessons be giving her work 
that you know she can do 

  Lucy can get tired sometimes; you will be able to tell by her writing. At certain times, she might need to have a little sleep in Dolly’s room. Usually, though, 
a change of scene for 10 minutes will be enough to recharge her batteries! 

 Lucy needs to know what she needs for the next day and will have a list. Support her by making sure with her that her planner is up to date at the end of 
each lesson and writing down her homework for her. Lucy thinks that having a locker might help  

 Know that Lucy always does her homework. If she can’t find it, support her by going through her bag with her – it will be in there somewhere! 

 Lucy used to check her socks were tight a lot. If she does this now, it may be because she is worried or anxious about something. Be aware of this and 
check it out with her, just ask Lucy     

 A lot of noise doesn’t work for Lucy and she can be distracted. Support her by reminding others to keep the noise down if the volume in the class does go 
up 

 Lucy hates having to ask at lunchtime for an overdraft. Support her by writing a note in her planner when funds are low so mum can send in money 

 Remember that Lucy tries really hard and finds it difficult to be “told off” for anything. Be sensitive to this and try not to do this in front of the other 
children. Never shout at her and remember that she does want to follow the rules 

 

Lucy is really honest, hardworking and always tries 

her best. She is determined, polite and helpful. 

Lucy has a lovely smile! 

 


